MultiPipMaker and supporting tools: alignments and analysis of multiple genomic DNA sequences
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ABSTRACT

Analysis of multiple sequence alignments can generate important, testable hypotheses about the phylogenetic history and cellular function of genomic sequences. We describe the MultiPipMaker server, which aligns multiple, long genomic DNA sequences quickly and with good sensitivity (available at http://bio.cse.psu.edu/ since May 2001). Alignments are computed between a contiguous reference sequence and one or more secondary sequences, which can be finished or draft sequence. The outputs include a stacked set of percent identity plots, called a MultiPip, comparing the reference sequence with subsequent sequences, and a nucleotide-level multiple alignment. New tools are provided to search MultiPipMaker output for conserved matches to a user-specified pattern and for conserved matches to position weight matrices that describe transcription factor binding sites (singly and in clusters). We illustrate the use of MultiPipMaker to identify candidate regulatory regions in WNT2 and then demonstrate by transfection assays that they are functional. Analysis of the alignments also confirms the phylogenetic inference that horses are more closely related to cats than to cows.

INTRODUCTION

Comparative genomics exploits the conservation of functional genomic sequences due to purifying selection to predict important segments, such as coding regions and gene regulatory elements (1–3). The goal is to distinguish orthologous sequences conserved because of purifying selection from those that still align but are no longer functional. Making this distinction is complicated by variable levels of selection on individual functional elements and variation in the rates of evolutionary change both between phylogenetic lineages and within genomes (4–9). Analysis of whole-genome alignments between human and mouse allows this variability in evolutionary rates to be incorporated into predictions of function based on pairwise alignments (9–12). However, it is clear that additional genome sequences improve the reliability of predictions of functional genomic sequences (9,13), and thus alignments of more than two sequences are needed.

Multiple alignments of genomic sequences of single loci or gene clusters have long been used as a guide to functional regions. Within regulatory regions, sequence-specific protein-binding sites are frequently revealed as blocks (‘phylogenetic footprints’) with significantly less sequence change than surrounding regions (14–17). These phylogenetic footprints can be reliable guides to novel functional elements of enhancers or promoters (18–20). However, the optimal phylogenetic distance over which one can find regulatory elements remains unresolved.

As a preview of the types of information that can be gleaned from the increasing numbers of genomic sequences being determined, the NISC Comparative Sequencing Program has sequenced ~1Mb of homologous sequence from several mammalian species, chicken and three fish in several target regions (13). Initial analysis of the multiple alignment of the region including CFTR on human chromosome 7 revealed new insights into patterns of conservation and evolution, as expected. Importantly, this study also showed that the set of highly conserved regions (i.e. those likely to be under purifying selection) identified from the multiple alignment could not be duplicated by adjusting the stringency of scoring parameters for a pairwise comparison between human and mouse sequences.

Thus it is highly desirable for investigators to have access to fast, reliable computational tools for aligning long (of the order of 1Mb) segments of genomic DNA from multiple
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species, just as there are for pairwise alignments (21–23). In this paper we describe the MultiPipMaker server for aligning two or more sequences, for which all but the first sequence can be draft quality. The server is not only an extension of the PipMaker model (21) to allow alignments of more sequences, but it also generates a true multiple alignment. This alignment program was used in the analysis of the CFTR region by Thomas et al. (13).

**METHODS**

**Multiple alignment**

Our approach begins by preparing a crude multiple alignment from the pairwise alignments between the reference sequence and each of the secondary sequences, which are computed by the blastz program (24). An initial pairwise alignment is composed of a set of local alignments, each of which contains aligned nucleotides and internal gaps. The local alignments can overlap with each other, as illustrated in Figure 1A. These overlaps are removed by a pruning process (Fig. 1A), resulting in each nucleotide in the reference sequence being aligned to, at most, one nucleotide in the secondary sequence. The alignment resulting from stringing the pruned local alignments together then contains letters A, G, C and T, with interspersed gap characters of two kinds, indicating internal gaps (within the local alignments) and end-gaps. The end-gaps lie between aligned segments in a secondary sequence. They are not penalized, so that as the multiple alignment is built and subsequently refined, the contiguous piece of secondary sequence is permitted to freely ‘float’ back and forth in its row. Internal gaps are penalized in the usual manner, with both a gap-open and a gap-extend penalty. The multiple aligner uses the blastz substitution scores (25) and the ‘quasi-natural gap costs’ described in detail by Altschul (26), with a straightforward extension that appropriately handles end-gaps.

The crude multiple alignment is processed by an iterative refinement procedure. In adopting this strategy, we were inspired by the success of Anson and Myers (27), though our application involves much more flexible alignment scores. The following basic steps are repeated (Fig. 1B). We are given alignment column positions $i$ and $j$, and a row index $r$ in the multiple alignment. The column positions are such that between them, row $r$ is spanned by a contiguous piece of sequence $r$ (i.e. there are no end-gaps in this part of row $r$). We extract the subalignment covering columns $i$ to $j$, then remove row $r$ from the subalignment. The subalignment is further reduced by discarding any columns that contain only internal-gap or end-gap symbols and the segment of row $r$ is reduced by removing any internal-gap symbols. Then an optimal alignment is computed between the ‘sequence’ whose entries are columns of the small multiple alignment and the sequence composed from the segment of row $r$. If these steps improve the score, then the new alignment segment is spliced into the large alignment; otherwise, the large alignment is not changed. For fixed column positions $i$ and $j$, this process is applied to each row of the alignment, and if the score is seen to improve in some sub-region of columns $i–j$, then we recursively refine that sub-region.

**Tools for analyzing multiple alignments**

To locate regions within the multiple alignment satisfying certain conditions we wrote the programs subalign, multi_pat and tffind, which can be downloaded from the PipMaker site. All three programs scan a textual form of the multiple alignment that can be requested from MultiPipMaker. Subalign extracts the aligned sequence of all species within a range of coordinates. Multi_pat finds conserved regions that match a user-specified nucleotide pattern; for instance it can be used to find conserved patterns not represented by a weight matrix. Tffind identifies matches to position weight matrices (PWMs) in conserved regions within any number of sequences in an alignment, searching both the forward and reverse complement strands. The program sequentially searches through each position of each sequence in the alignment, examining strings of the length of the pattern defined by the weight matrix (commonly 6 nt long). For each of these strings, a score is computed directly from the PWM. Tffind stores the location of the strings whose score exceeds a threshold and then determines if they localize to the same position in the multiple alignment.

A powerful tffind option identifies clusters of putative transcription factor binding sites (28) within a multiple sequence alignment based on similarity to PWMs. Options for the user include the choice of a pattern, either by factor name or consensus sequence, the distance between desired sites, the minimum number of sequences that must match the pattern, the cut-off value required for a hit and range of alignment columns to search. A user can exclude coding regions from the search and choose a database for PWMs, such as IMD (29) or TRANSFAC (30). Additionally, the program can search a single file for matches to PWMs, singly or in batch mode. Documentation for tffind is given at the PipMaker website.

**RESULTS**

**Multiple alignment algorithm**

The major challenge in developing MultiPipMaker was to design a foolproof, completely automatic and efficient method for simultaneous alignment of several sequences in the megabase size range. Moreover, we required that any sequence, other than the first, can be given in unordered and unoriented contigs. The construction of the multiple alignment by MultiPipMaker proceeds in two phases, described in detail in the Methods. Briefly, in the first phase the reference sequence is aligned individually with each secondary sequence, a crude multiple alignment is prepared from the pairwise alignments, and overlaps in the local pairwise alignments are removed (Fig. 1A). In the second phase, the crude multiple alignment is refined, building upon a strategy employed by Anson and Myers (27), to generate a true multiple alignment using rigorously defined multiple-alignment scores (Fig. 1B).

A MultiPip reveals functional regions at various phylogenetic distances

A MultiPip is a set of percent identity plots showing the positions and percent identities of gap-free segments of
alignments of each secondary sequence with the primary (reference) sequence. These graphs depict the pairwise alignments before generating the crude multiple alignment. Because the first sequence serves as the reference sequence, annotations indicating the name, position and transcriptional orientation of the genes are relative to the coordinates in the first sequence, as are the icons that represent repetitive elements.

To illustrate features of a MultiPip, we use the subregion containing *WNT2* within the larger 1.8 Mb region encompassing *CFTR* (13). *WNT2* is one of a family of human homologs to the *Drosophila* segment polarity gene wingless. The *WNT* genes encode secreted glycoproteins that trigger a signal transduction pathway targeting beta-catenins and the Tcf/Lef family transcription factors. In addition, the *WNT* genes have been implicated in cell transformation (31). The MultiPip shown in Figure 2A provides a large-scale view of the pattern of matching sequences for the first three exons and introns of the *WNT2* gene in human, chimp, baboon, cow, cat, rabbit, mouse, rat and pufferfish (*Fugu*). The panels are arranged roughly in order of increasing evolutionary distance from the human (reference) sequence. Both the amount of aligning sequence and the percent identity decrease with increasing distance, but the decrease is step-wise rather than smooth. All of the human sequence aligns with that of chimp, with very few mismatches, regardless of the type of sequence (coding, noncoding or repetitive) and an overall similarity of >98%. The comparison between human and baboon shows more mismatches and indels, but still most of the two sequences align. Comparisons with species in other mammalian orders show more mismatches and hence they can distinguish between coding and noncoding sequences. For instance, the exons begin to stand out in the human–cow comparison and they are distinguishable from most other sequences in the human–mouse and human–rat comparisons. In these latter comparisons, the coding exons are unbroken aligning segments of relatively high percent identity, whereas noncoding sequences either do not align or have many gaps in the alignment (32). The exons are clearly seen as ungapped alignments between human and fish, with very few alignments in noncoding regions for this gene. The *WNT2* locus is more highly conserved than many other loci. Overall, for the entire 1.8 Mb region around *CFTR*, >90% of the human sequence aligns with sequences of other primates, ~60% with those of carnivores and artiodactyls, ~40% with those of rodents, and only ~1% with that of fish, almost all of which is coding (13).

**Prediction and confirmatory tests of gene regulatory sequences**

Striking noncoding matches are seen flanking the third exon of *WNT2* (Fig. 2A), which we call conserved noncoding sequences 1 and 2 (CNC1 and CNC2). The gap-free alignments between human and mouse in CNC1 and CNC2 are 418 and 439 bp, respectively, both at 87% identity. Hence they substantially exceed the criteria used by Loots *et al.* (33) to successfully predict a regulatory element. Furthermore, a multiple alignment conservation score that weights each contributing pairwise alignment by its evolutionary distance

---

**Figure 1.** Constructing a multiple alignment. (A) Constructing a row of the crude multiple alignment. One of the secondary sequences (e.g. sequence r) consists of two contigs. The pairwise alignments between the reference sequence and the two contigs are shown in a dot-plot format, in which the positions of each local alignment are plotted as a series of diagonal lines. For clarity, the four major local alignments are numbered and enclosed in shaded parallelograms. To construct a row in the crude multiple alignment, the local alignments are pruned so that each position in the reference sequence is aligned at most once. In this illustration, interval a–b is aligned to the reverse complement of B–A, b–c is aligned to B–C, c–d is aligned to C–D, and e–g is aligned to E–G. This necessitates some pruning since some positions in the reference sequence are aligned more than once, e.g. the positions just before b. Exonstrue matches to an improperly masked repetitive element around position r are discarded. Row r of the crude multiple alignment is constructed from the aligned intervals listed above. Gaps within a local pairwise alignment, say between a and b, result in ‘internal gaps’ in row r of the multiple alignment, which are penalized. A region between aligned segments (e.g. region z–a or d–e) is considered an ‘end-gap’ and is not penalized. Note that segment E–D of the secondary sequence appears twice in row r. (B) Refinement of the multiple alignment. One cycle of the refinement process is shown schematically. The crude multiple alignment is shown as a series of rows with thick lines representing strings of nucleotides; gaps are spaces in the rows. A subalignment between positions i and j is extracted and row r removed. The subalignment and row r are reduced by removing gaps as described in the Methods, and a new alignment is computed between the sequences in row r and the reduced subalignment (without row r). If this process improves the alignment score, then the new subalignment is spliced back into the large alignment. This process is repeated for all sub-regions where the alignment’s columns have changed.
from human these as regions under stringent selection (13). They also score high for ‘regulatory potential’ based on human–mouse alignments analyzed by comparison to Markov models of patterns in the sequence alignments of known regulatory regions versus neutral DNA (12).

Given these strong computational predictions that CNC1 and CNC2 are functional and potentially regulatory, we tested their ability to affect the level of expression of a luciferase reporter gene driven by the SV40 enhancer (parental plasmid pGL3-promoter) after transient transfection into HeLa cells. Plasmids in which CNC1 was added to pGL3-promoter had a higher level of expression than the parental plasmid, whereas those containing CNC2 were effectively silenced (Fig. 2B). The negative effect of CNC2 was also seen after transient transfection in 293 cells (data not shown), in which the SV40 promoter is active independently of enhancers (34). These data indicate that both CNCs are cis-acting regulatory elements, with CNC1 having a modest positive effect and CNC2 being a potent silencer. Clearly, the regulatory elements predicted computationally can affect a heterologous promoter.

**Analysis of a multiple alignment shows potential protein binding sites in predicted regulatory regions**

In addition to the aligned Pips shown in Figure 2, MultiPipMaker also computes a simultaneous alignment of the sequences. The multiple alignment is used for fine-structure, detailed analyses, including the identification of candidates for protein-binding sites. Matches of one sequence to PWMs describing binding sites for known transcription factors are found by programs such as MATINSPECTOR (35) or MATRIX SEARCH (29). We developed tools for finding candidate protein-binding sites in multiple alignments. The program *tffind* searches the multiple alignment for matches to PWMs describing such sites. Furthermore, *tffind* has a proximity feature, so that it identifies regions with conserved matches to one binding site that are within a user-specified distance from matches to a different binding site. When this program is applied to the multiple alignment of *WNT2* CNCs, it locates conserved matches to PWMs for binding sites for E47 and C/EBP in CNC2 (Fig. 3A) and for MZF1 and AML-1a in CNC1 (Fig. 3B). When *tffind* searched the aligned sequences in the 1.8 Mb region surrounding *CFTR* (13) for blocks in which conserved binding sites for MZF1 and AML-1a were clustered within 100 bp, 10 were found, including the one at CNC1.

**Lineage-specific repeats indicate that horse and cat are sister species**

Multiple alignments are critical for phylogenetic analysis. One example of this was inspired by the recent conclusion, based on molecular divergence, that horses are phylogenetically closer to carnivores than to cows and other artiodactyls (36,37). We confirm this by a completely independent analysis examining patterns of transposition events. The MultiPipMaker alignments show the same transposon element inserted in horse, cat and dog, but not in cow. The L1MA9 element shown in Figure 4 occurs at orthologous positions, in the same orientation, and with the same target-site duplications in horse and the two carnivores, while the target-site sequence appears only once in cow. The L1MA9 subfamily of LINE1 interspersed repeats is believed to have been active around the time of the eutherian radiation (Table 6 in 9).

The L1MA9 element was discovered by running a special-purpose program that analyzed alignments. We also used it to search for repeat elements that might support contradictory hypotheses (cat as an outgroup for horse and cow, or horse as...
an outgroup for cat and cow), but no such examples could be found. The program was originally used to discover six transposon elements that support the proposed early-eutherian split between an ancestor of primates and rodents and an ancestor of carnivores, artiodactyls and horse (data not shown).

**DISCUSSION**

The increasing availability of genome sequences creates a strong demand for tools to align them and to display the results in a compact, readily understood format with easy links to functional annotation. The percent identity plots generated by our pairwise alignment server (PipMaker, 21) show both positions and degree of similarity for aligning segments throughout two long genomic DNA sequences. We now have extended this capacity so that a series of genomic sequences can be aligned, each as a pairwise comparison with the first sequence. Furthermore, the resulting alignments are combined by an iterative-improvement strategy that yields a simultaneous nucleotide-level alignment of all the input sequences.

Several other programs are available for constructing multiple alignments of protein or DNA sequences, but none are fully suitable for our needs. Programs such as ClustalW (38) generate multiple alignments of protein sequences or relatively short genomic DNA sequences (reviewed in 39), but they are not designed to align long (megabase sized) DNA sequences. The VISTA server (40) will generate global alignments of multiple long DNA sequences. However, we require that any sequence, other than the first, can be given in unordered and unoriented contigs, and MultiPipMaker is the only available multiple alignment program designed for this task. Both the MultiPipMaker and the PipMaker (21) servers generate all local alignments above an appropriate threshold, which in principle can show every meaningful match among the sequences while allowing for duplications and inversions.

Differences between the global and local approaches are discussed in Frazer et al. (23). A very recent addition to the arsenal of programs for aligning multiple genome sequences is described by Brudno et al. (41), who give additional background on the problem.

Gene regulatory elements can be identified as motifs over-represented in the upstream sequences of co-expressed genes in yeast, using programs such as AlignACE (42,43). The greater sequence complexity of mammals complicates the application of such techniques to single genomic DNA sequences; however, restricting the search to DNA segments conserved between human and mouse greatly enriches for known regulatory motifs and allows the computational determination of binding specificities (44). Indeed, strong conservation alone can be sufficient to predict regulatory elements from pairwise alignments (33), but the varying rate of evolution at different loci means that pairwise alignments are not adequate for identifying candidate regulatory elements at all loci (9,11). Newer predictive methods that take into account local rate variation, such as L-scores (9), should improve the effectiveness of pairwise alignments. The additional information in a multiple sequence alignment provides even greater resolution of highly conserved, likely functional sequences (13). We show that two particularly well-conserved intronic sequences in WNT2 CNCs can affect the level of reporter gene expression driven by the SV40 promoter. This effect on a heterologous promoter supports the hypothesis that these CNCs play a role in regulation of WNT2 gene expression.

Combining computational results based on independent criteria, such as over-representation of motifs in co-expressed genes (42), clusters of matches to known transcription factor-binding sites (45), strong conservation (33), and similarity of patterns in alignments to those in known regulatory elements (12), should improve the accuracy of predictions of regulatory elements, especially as the algorithms are refined by experimental tests.
The evolutionary distance is determined both by phylogenetic distance (years since divergence) and by evolutionary rates within a lineage or at a particular locus. For instance, the higher rate of evolution in the rodent lineage (9) means that the human–rodent comparisons cover a greater evolutionary distance than human–carnivore comparisons, even though primates and rodents are sister taxa clearly separated from other eutherian orders by molecular criteria (13,37). Given the variation in evolutionary rates across mammalian genomes, the evolutionary distance at which particular features, such as coding exons or regulatory regions, begin to stand out in the MultiPip will differ from locus to locus. This is one of the powerful features of multiple alignments with a large number of species; it is difficult to know a priori which pairwise comparisons will be optimally informative and hence it is better to examine several comparison species. Consider the use of mammal–fish comparisons to predict exons. In the *WNT2* locus examined here, many but not all exons are found by this pairwise comparison. Thus for some cases, mammal–fish comparisons are too stringent to find all exons, but examination of alignments to several species at a closer evolutionary distance will help identify the missed exons.
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